
DS&L Meeting Minutes February 19, 2018  

Called to Order at 6:35 PM: 
In attendance:  Brad Cotten, Tammy Cullins, Tom Hartzell, Sarah Maurer, Durrie Monsma, Tom O’Connor, Kevin 
Schaal.  Absent:  Jeff Damp, Mark Wolf, Joanne Young 
 
Approval of January Meeting Minutes:  January meeting minutes were approved as corrected. 
 
DS&L Secretary:  Tammy Cullins volunteered to be the DS&L secretary.  Motion made, seconded and unanimously 
approved accepting Tammy into the role of secretary.  Thanks, Tammy! 
 
Roles and Responsibilities Reports: 

a. SALT Report – Jeff Damp:   
o A few applications for attending Trip Leader School have been received. 

b. Leader Certifications – Tom O’Connor:   
o Four new leaders were approved since the last meeting:  Sarah Strandjord (A hikes including 

winter non-backcountry), Elliot Forcier (A-D hikes, including winter backcountry. Heather Daigle 
(A-C hikes, including winter non backcountry), Joe Esseichick (A-D hikes including winter 
backcountry) 

c. Incident Reports – Mark Wolf / Tom Hartzell:  There was one near miss on a CMC trip when a collision 
between a CMC snowshoer and a split-boarder was barely avoided.  The details are available in a 
numbered incident report. 

d. Newsletter – Durrie Monsma:   
o Articles were solicited for the next Newsletter. 

e. ATA – Brad:  The last ATA school for this winter was held Feb 2.  It was a successful school but there were 
a number of last-minute cancellations leaving people on the wait list who were not able to be moved to 
the active roster. 

f. Trip Leader School – Kevin:   
o Seven people have requested SALT approval and are on the list to receive notification when the 

school is open for registration. 
o Tammy was appointed to the role of Assistant TLS Director.  Thanks, Tammy! 

 
Chairman’s Comments: 

• CMC will celebrate Women’s History Month in March.  An informational note from CMC Office was 
circulated.  Perhaps this would be a DS&L newsletter item to be shared with leaders if the timing works 
out. 

• Previous DS&L Chair circulated a note about the Colorado Rapid Avalanche Deployment program which 
uses search dogs in avalanche rescues.  It was thought that leaders may be interested in knowing more 
about how the dogs are used and trained.  This may be an article in an upcoming DS&L newsletter, or it 
might make a great presentation at the 2019 Leaders Appreciation Night (LAN). 

• Revised leader application and tech trip leader application were updated and posted on club web sites. 

• A special report was run by Office Staff at the request of out-going DS&L Chair for tabulating the number 
of trips not properly completed during the fiscal year of 10/1/17 – 9/30/18, and the responsible trip 
leaders.  Such trips totaled 105 with some trip leaders having multiple trips reported.  Each trip leader will 
be contacted by email with a request to complete these trips in the expected manner. 
 

Committee Goals for 2019. 
1. Leaders that do not maintain their leader qualifications:  How should DS&L handle? 



• The qualifications discussed were WFA, avalanche training (ATA or AIARE) for leading winter trips, and 
maintaining active leader status (leading at least one trip during a calendar year).  Chair to inquire if 
supporting data could be extracted from the trips database, then discuss at March meeting. 
 

2. Trip co-leaders:  Should they get credit for leading a trip? 

• Lively discussion ensued with support on both sides of the issue.  Future direction was to read background 
information provided by previous Committee Chair and put on the agenda for the March meeting. 

 
Report on DS&L Chair meeting with Denver Schools Committee 
DS&L Chair met with the Denver Schools Committee and discussed two items: 
 

• The first item was in regards to trip leader school graduates who desire and are qualified to lead C or D 
hikes but do not have a hiker classification at that level because they do not know about or have not 
made the effort to change their hiking classification.  A recent example was given.  DS&L  suggested that 
School Directors could assist by discussing the hiker classification program in more detail. 

• The second item was in regards to trips in the activity calendar not being ‘completed’ as it relates to DS&L 
SALT Coordinator understanding if an applicant has completed the prerequisite trip requirements.  
Schools Committee suggested asking Office staff to send notification emails asking leaders to complete 
trips. 

 
Report on DS&L Chair meeting with Denver Group Council 
DS&L Chair met with Denver Group Council at the February meeting.  DS&l committee members and their 
respective roles were reviewed for council members.  The ”DS&L List of Accomplishments - 2017/2018”, 
previously prepared for the November 2018 LAN, was shared with Council. 

• Council had questions pertaining to the ongoing issue of having enough trip leaders to satisfy demand for 
outings.  Having a mentoring program might be useful to encourage recently certified trip leaders to 
become active trip leaders. 

 
Update Incident Management Cards: 
A kickoff meeting was held with interested parties from WFA and DS&L.  Several proposed renditions for the 
revised Medical Report Record have been prepared and are in the discussion stages prior to finalization. 
 
Road Bike Classification System. 
Committee composed of 3 women, 3 men spanning Regular DG members, RMOTHG, Bobcats, and Trailblazers 
Sections.  Meeting time in early March being sought for a face to face discussion.  A spreadsheet summarizing 
various proposals was prepared and circulated for the upcoming discussion. 
 
Policy & Procedure Manual Update: 
The draft version of the updated manual was reviewed by Durrie.  Identified inaccuracies and other edits 
requested by the author were made.   The manual is nearing completion and will soon be ready for full committee 
review, acceptance and eventual posting on the club websites. 
 
Statistics on # trips led by newly certified leaders:  Nothing new to report.  It was discussed whether having a 
mentoring program would be helpful in addressing the issue where members gain trip leader status but then do 
not actually lead trips. 
 
Adjourn:  8:35 PM 
 
Respectfully Submitted:  Tammy Cullins and Kevin Schaal     3/13/2019 


